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I. Introduction: The Dilemiriq

In the decade of the Eighties, the United States faces

a dilemma in its relations uiith the island of Taiwan and the

fonitially recognized gouernment of China, the People's

Republic, on the mainland. Uhile not formally recognizing the

government on Taiwan, the United States and other countries

have continued to maintain cultural and trade connections with

it. This arrangement is like no other bilateral relationship

in the iorld today. Hom did this situation arise?

This paper attempts to answer this question, as well as

to analyze the current situation and recommend a strategy for

the future. It is divided into three main sections. In the

first section, I luill briefly recount the history of the

island of Taiwan before moving on to the second and third

sections, in which I will discuss the Taiwan issue in American

foreign policy toward China in the periods 1919 to 1976 and

1976 to the present. The fourth and final section is

comprised of my analysis of the issue and predictions for the

future.

Throughout my research, I have become increasingly

aware of the role played by dominant individuals in the making

of United States foreign policy. For this reason, this paper

analyzes policy toward China first and foremost in terms of





the eight presidential administnat ione occupying the years

from 1919 to the present. Particular attention (uill be paid

to the contributions of a few key figures, presidents and

others, to U.S. relations with China, Until recently, it has

been the philosophies of these figures within the executiue

branch of the gouernnent, not the policies of coijioiittees of

Congress or euen strong public sentiment, that haue played the

largest role in the shaping and molding of flmerican policy in

this region.

II. China and Taiwan Before 1919

Until 1949, Taiwan was known to the world as a prouince

of the nainland state of China. Despite the maintenance of

the exiled Nationalist government on the island since 1919, in

the eyes of the mainland Chinese, it has never technically

lost its status as a Chinese province. Although during the

past forty years other states have regarded the Taiwanese

government as the lawful government of China, to the extent of

allowing it to occupy the Chinese seat in the United Hat ions,

it has never been recognized that there are two legitimate

Chinese governments, such as there are two German regimes.

Thus, one cannot examine flmerican foreign policy toward Taiwan





•ithout studying flmerican policy toward the People's Republic

of China. In order to do this effectiuely, it is helpful to

be cognizant of the role the island has played in Chinese

history,

Taiwan; or Formosa, as it was known in the Uest for

Bony yearsj is an island located 100 miles off the coast of

East China, consisting of approximately HjOOO square miles of

land. It is separated from China by the Formosa Straits, 90

miles across at their narrowest point, and shelters the

Pescadores Islands about 25 miles from its western coast. The

land, especially on the eastern side of the island, is mostly

mountainous and not easily cultivated, except on the western

coastal plain.

Because the island possessed no ottraction for traders,

the first settlers from China did not reach Taiwan until the

late fifteenth century. According to one source, these were

discontented Chinese who had joined a group of Japanese

pirates and stationed themselues on Taiwan.' During this

period under the fling Dynasty (1368-1641) the island mas

called Taiwan after the name of an aboriginal tribe the

settlers encountered.^

Early in the sixteenth century, Portuguese explorers

arrived on Taiwan but did not settle there. The Portuguese

description of it, "ilha formosa," or beautiful island, gave





the island its second name. In 1623, the Portuguese mere

followed by the Dutch, the first Europeans to establish

settlements on Tainan, Spanish colonists arriued three years

later. For seueral years, the Dutch, the Spanish, the

aborigines, and for a short time, some Japanese engaged in a

struggle for control of Formosa. The Dutch eventual ly emerged

as the rulers of the island and retained control for oyer

thirty years. Homeuer, Dutch influence on later generations

of islanders was nininaJ: Dutch missionaries attempted to

convert the aborigines, and a romanized version of the

aboriginal language developed, which no longer exists, The

Dutch did, however, begin to develop Taiwan as a central sea

port of the east, trading with both the Chinese and the

Japanese.^

Chinese control of Taiwan originated with the Cheng

family, beginning in 1661. In that year, a Ming loyalist

chased out of the country by the llanchu rulers, Cheng

Chen-kung, challenged the Dutch for control of Taiwan and

succeeded in wresting it from them. Known to westerners as

Koxinga, Cheng initiated the first Chinese rule of Taiwan,

which lasted twenty-one years. In 1683, during its third

generation, Cheng family rule came to an end when the flanchus





oyeniuheliaed its forces and absorbed Toiman into the flanchu

Dynasty.

From 1683 until 1895, the Chinese developed Taiwan,

first as port of the Fukien Province, and then as a separate

province. Its population doubled by 18*12 with a flood of

Chinese iBimigrants Into the western region of the prospering

island.^ Taiwan's International reputation grew during these

years as well. Rs the Industrial Revolution gathered speed in

the Uest, British and fluericans became interested in Taiuian's

sugar and rice supply, noting the island's strategic location

in the midst of their trade routes. The British began to

operate mercantile houses on Taiwan in 1860.^ For a time in

the United States, State Department officials advocated taking

over a part or all of Formosa, but could never convince

American presidents of the need for such action. Rs threat of

a civil conflict grew in Rmerica in the 1860s, U.S. interest

in the Chinese island declined.

The Chinese too became more aware of the island's

strategic importance. Toward the end of the Franco-Chinese

Uar in 1881, the French attempted unsuccessfully to take

Taiwan in payment of a Chinese war debt. Chinese interest in

Taiwan's administration and odernizat ion increased during

this period and, in 1886, the island was established as a

province of China.' For the next ten years, the Chinese





worked diligently to strengthen Taiwan's defenses and impnoue

its cominunicat ion and transportation^ so that in 1895 the

thriving, modernizing prouince represented an attractive

indemnity to a second uictor oyer the Chinese, Japan, The

people of Taiwan struggled against Japanese takeouer, euen

attempting to establish on independent gouernment, but to no

avail. Unhappy with the rule, small groups of Taiiuanese

continued to plague their colonizers with guerilla attacks

until about 1902, when Japanese control was firmly

estabi ished.^

Despite ciuil discontent as a Japanese colony, Taiwan

prospered economically. One source notes that "the wealth

that they [the Japanese] developed was incidentally shared by

the islanders, who came to enjoy a standard of living

conspicuously higher than that of their brethren on the

mainland of China."" Strategically, the island was also

valuable to the Japanese; during Uorld Uar II, they used it as

an air force base for their attack on tialaya.

tleanwhlle, the Chinese mainland was experiencing the

beginning of the unrest that would lead to the Chinese

Communist revolution. Sun Vat-sen had founded the Nationalist

Party of China (ICuonintang) in the early 1900s, developing a

doctrine that called for a single-party government, The

Communist Party was organized in 1921 and, in 1923, joined the





Kuoiinlang •\iU the goal of shaping the nationalist Party

"into a force that •ould unite the country and lead to a

socialist reuolut ion. " '^

fls a separate party pith oyer lapping eibership in the

Kuoiintang, the Co»«unist Party gre« quickly during the next

fed years. Upon the death of Sun Vat-sen in 1925, any

CoBBunists began to detand a tore independent party. They

•ere encouraged in this pursuit by the gouern«ent in Hosco*,''

until finally, in 1927, the Coaaunists mere purged froi the

iCuoaintang. tleanshile General issi bo Chiang ^ai-shek assumed

the leadership of the Kuoiintang and led the Nationalist firiy

through China, taking city after city fro« the arlords. In

1928, the General issiio set up a Nationalist capital at

Nanking. The disaffection gre» until, in 1934, in rebellion

against the Nationalist gouerntent , the co«»unist faction

conducted its infamous Long March and established itself as a

yiable challenger to the Nationalists.

In 1945, the Allied Powers on Uorld Uar II, In China,

the t«o parties aligned theaselues fro* different "capital"

cities and the conflict escalated into a "sho«do»n," as the

t»o parties eabarked on a battle for control of China. '^ Also

in that year, the Chinese Nationalist gooernient recouered

control of Taiian froi Japan. Although both the Allies and

the Taiwanese people anticipated that the island •ould be





reinstated as a Chinese proulnce, Chiang Kai-sheic instead set

up Hi litany regiiie under General Chen Vi.

One of Chen's first •oues was to place 90 per cent of

Tainan's business enterprises under gouernment control,

subjecting privote businesses to seuere taxation. Chinese

froi the ainland were iiported to run the gouernment

businesses, only to find that their authority oyer the

Forniosan family "cliques" was liBiited. ~^ The decline of the

econoiy of Taiwan was accoapanied by a general neglect of the

•odern health services and education that had been developing

on the island since 1886.

Discontent grew until on February 27, 19*^7, the

Taiwanese rebelled against lartial rule. On that day, a woman

"hawking tax-not-paid cigarettes* in Taipei was accosted by

agents of the Tobacco donopoly and killed.''' The next day, a

crowd of islanders walked to the Honopoly, and then to the

Gouernor, in protest. Police shot at and killed four of them

during the march, and a riot began. Rt first, Chen Vi seemed

to realize that he was outnumbered and agreed to read a list

of citizens' complaints and to eliminate the roving police

bands. However, by florch 8, he had received, according to some

sources, 50,000 reinforcements from the mainland and released

them omong the discontented Taiwanese, fl massacre ensued,

resulting in the deaths of approximately 10,000 islanders.





Recusing the uictins of practicing communism, Chen Vi aimed

the Bossacre specifically at the island leaders, until Taiwan

had been "cotued into submission,"'^

fls a Kuomintang supporter, the United States showed

some concern ouer the news of the riot and subsequent purge.

The U.S. ambassador to Hanking drafted a memorandum to Chiang,

describing the situation as the United States had heard of it,

and within a month, Chen Vi had been removed from the

gouernment of Taiwan and replaced by Uei Tao-ming, former

Chinese ambassador to the United States. Taiwan was once again

established as a province of China. Gouernment controls were

abolished and private enterprise encouraged.'"

The change mas short- II ved. Embroiled in a ciuil war

on the mainland, the Nationalists saw their position worsen

against the Communists under flao Zedong. Chiang Kai-shek began

to envision the island of Taiwan as a last Nationalist

stronghold. But before transferring his gouernment from

Nanking to Taipei, the Nationalist leader replaced Uei

Tao-ming with General Ch'en Ch'eng as governor of Taiwan, The

new general almost immediately reinstated martial rule.'' In

1949, the Nationalist Party was exiled froin China, tlao

declared the People's Republic, and Chiang relocated on

Ta i wan.
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III. The Emergence of TQiian in U.S. Forei g n Pol icy

For some tine prior to 1919^ the United States hod

attempted to nediate in the ciuil mar between the Coitimunists

and the Nationalists. The attention of the flinerican public

had originally been attracted to China during the

Sino-Japanese conflict of the Thirties. Influenced by on

flinerican distrust and dislii^e of the Japanese, public opinion

of the beleaguered Chinese led by Generalissimo Chiang

Kai-shek was uery positive. The Nationalist struggle

possessed a romantic appeal during this era, tuhich John

Stoessinger describes as follows:

fls the 1930s drew to a close, the flmerican

people's image of China grew to heroic
proportions — an imaqe of a dogged, patient,
indomitable people fighting with boundless
determination against a brutal foreign intruder
. . . . America's apotheosis of China between
1936 and 1945 came to be the apotheosis of the
generalissimo .... Above all, Chiang was
shomn as a defender of democracy -- a tougn and
seasoned soldier whose fight was the same as
that of America. [18]

The civil mqv between the Nationalists and the Communists

further convinced Americans that Chiang was a friend -- now in

the battle against communism. In the years that would follow,
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Chiang Kai-shek would denonstrate that his political onigins

mere more socialist than deBiocnatic, but some flmerican

policymakers would continue to be influenced by this "China

romance* throughout the 1940s and during the early years of

the k:[orean Uar.

After declaring itself the legit iitiate gouerninent of

China, the Cominunist regime on the mainland announced that its

first foreign policy program mould be one of "leaning to one

side" — that is, fauoring an allegiance with its sister

souiet country, the USSR, fl debate arose in the United States

between those who favored continued support of the exiled

gouernment on Taiwan and those who fauored recognition of the

new coamunist regime.

Conseruat iues in Congress, led by Senators Taft and

Uandenberg, argued that without an Rmerican military presence

on the island and in the Formosa Straits, Taiwan would be

vulnerable to a communist takeover. The United States, they

said, should support this last vestige of ant i -communism in

China. ^^

flore liberal thinkers, on the other hand, reflected a

new realism toward China relations when they contested that

the ant

i

-communist nature of the Kuomintang was not reason

enough for the United States to support it militarily.

Corruptness in the party bureaucracy had played a large part
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in its loss of the oar, they said, and Chiang had never truly

considered hi»sel( a "defender of democracy;" as a matter of

foot, his was a one-party governBient in a semi-police state,

flora attention should be paid the relatively stronger power of

the Chinese nainland government. Confronted with both points

of view, combined with strong public and administration

sentinent against the spread of communism, President Harry S

Truman, aided by his Secretary of State, Dean Rcheson, faced

the dilemma of potential American involvement in Korea.

fl. Trumon ond Pcheson

Harry Truman and Dean flcheson shared a "happy

partnership" in their •ork of directing the United States'

foreign policy. In his book, Crusaders and Pra gmatists .

focusing on the influence of various personalities on Rmerican

foreign policy, Stoesslnger writes that;

[n]ot only did flcheson respect the absolute
authority of the president in matters of foreign
policy, but he also found Truman's unpretentious
and open manner in dealing with subordinates
entirely acceptable. Truman was clear and

precise in his instruction and quite prepared to

delegate authority without relinquishing
responsibi I ity

. [20]
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Apparently both Hen agreed that unilateral action aimed at the

Souiet Union would haue to be taken in Korea and, for the most

part, were supported in that belief by the Congress.^'

Homeuer, the President had not found it as easy to take

a position on the PRC. In 1919, before the United States had

coininitted itself to the defense of South Korea, it might have

joined other major countries in recognizing the People's

Republic of China. Indeed, at first. President Harry Truman

refused to support the Chiang gouernment . The "China Uhite

Paper," published by the U.S. State Department in 1949,

denounced the Nationalist leadership for corruption and

disorganization and asserted the ineuitabi I ity of a Communist

uictory in the civil war.^^ On December 30, 1949, the

President gave his approval to National Security Council

Resolution 48/2, stating that "the United States should

exploit, through appropriate political, psychological and

economic means, any rifts betaeen the Chinese Communists and

the U.S.S.R. . .," presumably by establishing friendly

relations ^ith the Chinese Communists in the hope of

attracting them away from the Soviet Communist camp.^'^

In early January 1950, Truman, with the support of

flcheson, announced that the United States would not defend

TaiBon. He cited the United Nations General Assembly

Resolution of December 8, 1949, respecting the territorial
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integrity of China. 2' Furtheraione, he said, it was not in the

U.S. interest to "proyolce" the Connnunists; U.S. security was

not seriously threatened, and its "defensive perimeter" did

not include Taiwan. In one scholar's opinion, this action

deaonstrated that the "U.S. aias clearly prepared by early 1950

for the energence of one, united, Communist China. "^^ Uarren

Cohen writes that Trunan was prepared to "accept the

ineu itable"--the existence of the PRC. in addition, there was

strong feeling oaong China specialists in the State Department

that flao Zedong represented a potential Tito in the Far East,

since his party had exhibited an independence of the Soviet

Union and was clearly not controlled by the Russians. ^°

Several sources suggest that Truman and flcheson would have

eventually recognized the mainland government.'^'

Uhy did they not succeed? One reason for the Truman

administration's failure to act on its "Uhite Paper" China

policy was the contingency of Congress that supported Chiang

Kai-shek and discouraged diplomatic recognition of the PRC.

The lingering image of an heroic, democratic Chiang in need of

Rmerican support against communism was strong, The feeling

among the Rmerican people that, with the communist takeover,

the "forces of evil" had "triumphed" was represented in

Congress by conservative Senators Joseph R, HcCarthy, Styles

Bridges, Uilliam Knowland, and Robert fl. Taft. These men led
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on aUack against Tnuman administration policy during the

spring and suniner of 1919, denouncing tiie Uhite Paper and

demanding an inuest igat ion of the State Department. Their

attack coincided with Senator flcCarthy's inuest igat ion into

coBBunist infiltration into the United States, Truman was

thus caught betiueen the vleoi that seemed to his administration

the realistic one and the lingering image of Chiang as a

hero. 28

The second reason for the change in Truman's policy was

an ideological one. In the framemork of his oiun "containment"

policies, Truman was obligated to oppose the Chinese

Communists. Until the Chinese committed troops to the defense

of North Korea, the U.S. claimed no hostility touiard the

Communist Chinese. For the Truman administration, the

conflict in Korea was originally centered on U.S.-Souiet

relations. Prior to the outbreak of uiolence, the National

Security Council had drafted Resolution 68, which recommended

a defense of the United States' "strategic perimeters" if

threatened by communist aggression. In light of the attack on

South Korea in early 1950 (which, it was belieued, could only

haye occurred with Soviet assistance^"), Truman was probably

influenced by this type of reasoning, which now seemed to be

"ual idated. "^^ Therefore, the original objective of the

Korean Uar was not so much to demonstrate U.S. support of
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threatened non-comoiunist regiiies, such as South Korea and

Taiwan, as it was to dewonstnate the "nesolue" of the United

States against the spread of Soviet communism, Thus, uihen

China became inuolued as an independent actor, it was clear

that the President, guided by his aduisors, thought it crucial

to defend American interests in the region from the

no«-combined communist threat. '^' Further influenced by China's

"lean to one side" rhetoric, Truman apparently had strong

reason to belieue that China was falling under the influence

of the Soviet Union.* The conflict uias therefore seen as an

ideological one betmeen coDimunism and democracy generally.

The decision to commit the Seventh Fleet to the Taiwan

Strait has been considered, of all foreign policy decisions,

to have had "the nest lasting effect on the evolution of

* llhether or not this was entirely the case is debatable.
John G. Stoessinger argues that incorrect perceptions have
hindered the PRC and the U.S. in their relations with each
other. He feels that Communist China announced a policu
favoring the Soviets for practical as well as ideological
reasons. In its "fledgeling" condition as a tiarxist

governaent, flao's regiae could not afford to invoke the enmity
of the Soviet Union by pursuing friendly relations with the

United States. In addition, it perceived growing
ant i -communist sentiment in Rmerica, bu whom it felt it had

been snubbed during the civil war. It is Stoessinger's thesis
that, if Truman had been able to pursue recognition of the
PRC, China nay never have oligned so unequivocally with the

Soviets. [32]
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Sino-flmerican re I at ions, "'^'^ Although Truman defended this

aoue as a "military necessity imposed by the fighting in

Korea," It »as difficult, especially for the Communist

Chinese, not to interpret it as a demonstration of continued

U.S. support for Chiang Kai-shek, nom the head of an exiled

goyernment .^'' The President and his Secretary of State

eaphasized the pouier of public opinion as a factor influencing

policymaking toward China and Taimon. According to Rcheson in

a speech before the National Security Council in Hoyember

1950, Americans were buoyed by the success of hauing repelled

aggression in Europe and felt that the United States had a

duty to resist it elsewhere.'^'^ Americans generally belieued,

Acheson thought, that the fighting in Korea and the decision

to commit the Seventh Fleet to the Taiwan Strait were not

signs of direct commitment to the South Koreans or the Chinese

Notionalists, but were indicatiue of American animosity toward

the Soviet communist presence in this region. Clearly then,

one of the most important deuelopments of the Korean Uar was

that Taiwan was no longer viewed by American policymakers only

in the context of the Chinese Civil Uar but, since Truman had

committed the U.S. to "opposing Communist aggression" in

Korea, it was now seen as a tool against Communism itself. •^°
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In 1951, the U.S. signed its first flutual Defense Treaty with

Taiman,^'

B. Cold Uor BJth China

In this way, the Nationalists, out of fayor in the

United States because of corruption and laclc of organization,

were granted an "eleventh-hour reprieve. "^° The Korean Uar

tarked the end of any sympathetic feelings toiuard the

CoBBunists,-^^ The nem Truion policy of conrniitment to Taiwan

was furthered by his successor, Dwight Eisenhower.

Scholars disagree on the precise nature of the role

played by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles in the

Eisenhower administration, although all agree that Dulles'

strong personality and opinions dominated foreign policy of

that era to some degree, John Lewis Gaddls writes that Dulles

"primarily determined the nature of administration strategy,"

while it was Eisenhower who "possessed the keener :?ense of

strategy of the two." He is convinced that Eisenhooier never

relinquished the control of foreign policy entirely to his

Secretary of State — not even to the extent to which Truman

gave Rcheson free reign. '^'^ Stoessinger believes that in

foreign policy matters, the President was completely directed
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by his adyisons, led by Dulles.''

There Is no doubt, homever, that Dulles brought a sense

of the "religious crusade" to the Eisenhower administration's

ant

i

-communist policy. ^ Dulles structured his arguments for

the defense of Taiwan around an air of American honor —

obligation to keep the island out of the grasp of the

CoBBiunists. '^ Going one step further than the Truman-Rcheson

team had been willing to, Dulles informed Chiang Kai-shek that

the fleet in the Taiwan Strait was no longer intended as a

neutral presence, but now remained solely for the protection

of Taiwan.'' In the settlement of the Korean Uar, the

Eisenhower administration sought a commitment from the Chinese

Communists not to use force to retake Taiwan.''^ Critics of

U.S. -Taiwan policy In recent years haue accused the U.S. of

operating under the assumption that the gouernment on Taiwan

constitutes a souereign gouernment, as opposed to a regime in

exile on a Chinese prouince, as it is in reality. Dulles,

more than any other figure in the history of Sino-Rmer icon

relations since 19't9, seems to haue initiated that Rmerican

philosophy, the uiew that Chiang was the leader of "Free

China."

During the years after the war in Korea, the islands of

Quemoy and flatsu, located off the coast of Taiwan, came under

the attack of the PRC in 1954-55 and again in 1958, as the
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Connunisl Chinese attempted to further their aspiration of

"liberating" Taiwan. Chiang ICai-shel^ had stationed troops on

these and other offshore islands in an attempt to protect

Taiwan from a communist offensiue. Refusing to support a

Taimanese moue on the mainland, President Eisenhower did agree

to the Formosa Resolution of 1955, committing troops to the

defense of Taisan and other islands considered important to

American strategic interests. R foreign policy statement

issued in 1958 defended U.S. support on the grounds of a

potential loss of "U.S. positions in this area" to a combined

Sino-Souiet bloc. Recording to one source, Eisenhoujer and

Dulles' main concern was that, in the eiv>ent that the islands

fell to the PRC, morale on Taiwan mould deteriorate, impairing

the security of the entire Western Pacific.
"^^

It mas during this period that the Eisenhomer

administration had begun to talk of "massiue (nuclear)

retaliation" in the euent that the Korean conflict began anew

or serious moues mere made to tal<.e ouer Taiiuan.''' Because

Quemoy and flatsu mere so near the mainland, Dulles feared that

conventional weapons might not suffice against the Chinese —

a situation in which the threat of massive retaliation might

be carried out. Euen before talks between the Chinese and

Rmericans were begun in Geneva in 1955, the U.S. asserted thai

it would defend Taiwan if that island were threatened. In
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1958; Dulles met with Chiang Kai-shel< and reaffirmed American

support. The result of this threat of massiue retaliation mas

that bombing of the offshore islands stopped toward the end of

the decade, Rs one author wrote, China's goal of "liberating"

Taiwan now began to center on "dislodging" the United States

from its support of the Republic of China, °

Dulles' general attitude toward the PRC was

non-conciliatory, despite some evidence that Beijing was

interested in negotiations with the United States, The

administration did advocate a policy of pursuing a Si no-Soviet

split, as mentioned earlier, and unilateral support of the

Nationalists was a part of that scheme. By making Taiwan seem

more of a threat to China than it would have been without

American aid, it was hoped that the Chinese would pressure

their Soviet allies for more support and would be refused.

During the Quemoy and Matsu crises, this is precisely what

occurred,'''

Eisenhower and Dulles, however, did not favor a "China

card" strategy against the Soviets. Although the

administration did agree to the Geneva talks, Dulles felt that

the history of U.S. commitment to Taiwan precluded any kind of

diplomatic rapprochement with China. This position left the

United States with the uncomfortable situotion of "two

separate but roughly equal hostile adversaries." Dulles
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defended his reluctance to establish contact mith the Chinese

CoBimunists with the argument that the flmenican public and

U.S. allies in the Fan East mould not tolerate such a

deuelopient .^^

In I960; John F. J^ennedy oas elected president. His

administration began mith an ant

i

-communist policy as

aggressive as Eisenho»er's had been, committing the U.S. early

on to the defense of Uietnam. fit the same time, Kennedy and

his aduisors were aware of steadily declining Sino-Souiet

relations and were prepared to use that situation to the

American aduontage.

Despite some evidence that the Chinese Communists

acknoBJedged the limitations of Soviet support of their cause

as far back as the early days of Sun Vat-sen's Kuomintang,^'

the Chinese announced that they mould "lean" touiard the

Soviets in 19^9. Although many factors must have contributed

to this decision, it is clear that the People's Aepublic, in

great need of economic aid during its fledgeling stages,

turned to Stalin as the obvious leader of the worldaiide

communist movement. It must also have been in the best

interest of the infantile communist state to appear as

non-threatening as possible to the Soviets."*^

However, as the decade of the Fifties unfolded, it

became evident to the Chinese that the Soviet Union mould not
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support thei fully. Perhaps threatened by Chinese econoiic

deuelopient, the Souiets I lilted the aiount of technological

aid they sold or gaue to the PRC; the Tai«an Straits crises

deaonstrated further that, in cases ihere the Chinese •ere

threatened by the United States, the Souiet Union lould not

guarantee its nuclear protection. The Chinese thus beca«e

avare of the i«plications of Sou iet-fl«er lean detente,

flddit ional ly, as Stalin fell fro« po»er and Khrushcheu rose,

the traditional tlarxist-Leninist ideology of the Souiet Union

became, in the Chinese uie«, so«e«hat "diluted." In these

•ays, the Chinese Coiiunist Party •as encouraged to further

deuelop its o^n uersion of coB«unis«; the Great Leap Forward,

an experiient in Chinese coB«unis«, ensued. -^^

Therefore, the Sino-Souiet split aas a reality by 1962,

the year after Kennedy entered office, Presented •ith this

scenario, Kennedy's adainistrat ion and that of Johnson, his

successor, •ere the first to be characterized by signs of the

ne^ realisi toward the PRC that •ould be euident in

Sino-R»er icon relations of the future. The Kennedy era is

also significant for the changes that occurred in the foreign

policy apparatus of the U.S. gouernient . Rtteipting to

reverse a trend toward foreign policyiaking doiinated by

indiuiduals, Kennedy cut back the National Security Council
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staff and relied less on it for aduice and more on contact

with the State Departaient and ad hoc task forces^ the result

being that there was no dominant, particularly pouienful figure

on the Kennedy team, fl few of the key figures in Kennedy's

administration were flcGeorge Bundy, Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs; Robert S. tlcNamora, Secretary

of Defense; and Ualt U. Rostoo), aide to Bundy in 1961 and then

Chairman of the Policy Planning Council of the State

DepartBient .^'

Early on, Kennedy and his aduisors recognized that

China and the Sou let Union were increasingly at odds and,

furthermore, that Beijing mas expressing no interest in

pursuing detente with the U.S., as the Souiet Union was. They

saw no immediate threat from China — it possessed no

significant nuclear capacity, it had not developed a

sufficient industrial base to support a war, and its main

threat seemed to be the instability of its border with

Russia^^ — but recognized the potential ualue of an eventual

alliance with the Chinese, the value of this potential "ace"

up the Rmerican "sleeve" against the Soviets. ^° Rostow seems

to have been the first American policymaker to suggest a "two

Chinas" policy, when he wrote that ultimately, there would be

nothing to prevent Sino-flmer icon rapprochement j_f China was

prepared to "modify its aggressive stance and behavior and
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recognize de f(7ctn the existence of an independent Taiwan."^'

This statement was an explicit acknouiledgesient of the

realist's uietu that Chiang tCai-sheIc had established on

alternative Chinese gouernment on Taiwan. Corresponding with

this recognition of two Chinas, the Kennedy administration

was the first to support "a plan to introduce the idea of Red

Chinese adiission [into the UN] as an 'important quest ion.
' "^^

Vet, there were two limitations to full-out

ropprocheaent with China. fl change to diplomatic recognition

of the PRC was not feasible at the time, Gaddis says, because

of the "political liabilities" such a decision would haue

inposed on Kennedy.^' Presumably this means that the general

opinion of the flmerican public still fauored hostility toward

the Communist Chinese. Secondly, Kennedy's Asian policy

concerns came to be so linked to the growing conflict in

Uietnam that he was actually little concerned with Taiwan."^

fls early as 1952, the U.S. provided aid to the French

side in Indochina; this policy, Stoessinger writes, was a

reflection of continuing flmerican fear of the growing strength

of international communism."' Reconciliation with the PRC was

not consistent with Johnson's and his predecessors' ouerall

goal of continuing to defend flmerican interests in Southeast

Asia, As the war in Uietnam escalated, it became necessary to

portray the People's Republic in a negative light in order to
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justify inuolueaenl there. Johnson, like Eisenhomen and

Dulles, often reiterated the ideas of "honor" and "sacred

coBBitaent" in his speeches. ^ Realism had not taken root in

Rmerico's China policy to the extent necessary to justify the

resulting coBBunist uictory if the United States luithdreiB from

UietnoB.

Howeuer, where Sino-flBer icon relations mere concerned,

the UietnoB conflict las not another Korean Uar, John

Stoessinger •rites that several characteristics of the war in

UietnoB indicate the extent to «hich the world balance of

power was changing. First, after hauing learned of the

strength of the Chinese troops in the Korean war, policymakers

in the United States recognized the power of the PRC and

exercised a great deal Bore caution in Uietnam. Both

countries seeBed wary of the possibility that the convent ional

or could escalate into a aajor war between superpowers,

inuoluing nuclear eras. China's policy in Uietnam reflected a

desire to support North Uietnam from the rear, but a

reluctance to invite a direct attack by the United States.

Stoessinger praises the period as the beginning of a

Sino-flBer icon relationship built on realistic perceptions.^^

tleanwhile, on the flnerican "hoBe front" of the 1960s, a new

argument running counter to national policy was gaining

popularity. Recording to it, the very nature of communism was
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changing, beconing aiore diffuse. fl new school of thought

odyocated a policy of eualuating each comiriun i st regime in "a

specific and pragmatic nanner," not automatically opposing it

as a tool of "world coinniunisiii,
""'

It is apparent from my reuieni up to this point that a

strong ont i-coniBunist current ran through flmerican foreign

policy toward China from the administration of Harry Truman to

the years of Kennedy and Johnson. Howeuer, by the time

Johnson left office, a subtle change had occurred in the may

America uiewed its interests in the Southeast Asian region,

From Eisenhower's threats of massiue retaliation against the

Chinese ouer threats to the Quemoy and tlatsu islands, policy

had progressed to Kennedy's acknowledgement of the ualue of

the "China cord" in relations with the Souiet Union and

abandonment of the Dulles-style belief that the Taiwanese

gouernment was the legitimate government of all of China,

Sentiment in the early 1960s was turning toward a recognition

of two Chinas. Nevertheless, Kennedy had been limited in

pursuing this change, both by public opinion and by the

Uietnam Uar. It is very interesting to note that it was

precisely one of these limitations, the war in Uietnam, that

contributed to a change in the other, public sentiment.

Soured by the experience in Uietnam, plagued with doubts about

America's role as a defender of democracy abroad, the American
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public began to alter its opinions to the extent needed for a

neu) president to develop the idea of rapprochement uiith China.

C. The Hixon Perspectiue

The Taiwan issue did not return to a prominent position

in discussions of flmerican foreign policy until after the

Uietnaa Uar had ended and President Richard fl, Hixon and his

national security advisor, Henry Kissinger, began a new era in

Slno-R«erican relations. The Hixon-Kissinger initiative in

relations Bith the PRC represented a radical change in United

States foreign policy. Nevertheless, as it was urged by the

administration, it bos in part necessitated by the changes in

the post Uorld Uar II international order, °^

Nixon BOS particularly aware of the growing importance

of the Southeast Rsian region. In an article published in

Forei gn Rffairs in 1967, he wrote that, in the period after

Uorld Uar II, the Asian countries had been unified by the

coBiBon danger represented by the PRC, However, in view of

UietnoB liar-era flaerican sentinent, the snail Rsian countries

would lost easily win the support of the United States against

the perceived aggression of Cominunist China by acting

independently in their own behalf as much as possible. They
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ould need to be a«ane, Nixon felt, that since Uietnai,

Raerican inuolueaent in mars against coaaunisa Mould be

li«ited.66

Hixon also considered the animosity between the

People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union. He •rote,

"Taking the long uie«, ^e siiply cannot afford to leave China

foreuer outside the fa«ily of nations, there to nurture its

fantasies, cherish its hates and threaten its neighbors.'"'

In the short run, hoieuer, China lUSt be conuinced to Bake

30«e changes. The future president's reco««ended lethod of

encouraging Comunist China to change fro« within tas to

present a strong ant i-co»»unist front to her fro« the outside.

Mao lould soon realize that there las tore to gain through

coiipro«ise than through conflict."^

The Chinese Co«»unists did respond favorably to Nixon

and Kissinger's overtures. For the PRC, the shape of the

orld coiiunity had changed too. The Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution, which lasted fron approximately 1965 to

1969, in addition to representing internal unrest, represented

a culaination of the growing split betaeen the Soviet and

Chinese coiiunist ideologies. Perhaps feeling threatened by

Hao Zedong's Chinese flarxist, the Soviets began placing troops

on their Chinese border during the Revolution, until they had

shifted the bulk of their power to this region."' In 1969,
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Sino-Souiet an«ed conflict occurred on the border. Faced •ith

this threat, as •ell as the Souiet suppression of the

Czechoslouak ian rebellion in 1968, the Chinese turned to the

United States.

John Goruer has suggested another reason, in addition

to the Souiet threat, for China's decision to pursue

rapprocheient with the United States. Garuer points out that

in the late Sixties, the Souiet Union began louing toward

iBpnouing its relations Bith seueral non-cotiunist Southeast

Asian countries. He proposes that the Souiets chose to

atteipt to driue a further edge between the Republic of China

and the Co«Bunists, rather than continuing to try to i»proue

relations lith the hostile Beijing. Obuiously, if the Souiets

ere to euentually obtain a ilitary presence on Taiwan, the

threat to China •ould be considerable. Between October 1968

and flay 1969, the first Souiet citizen uisited Taiwan, a

forier Taiwanese gouern«ent official tet ^ith Souiet officials

in Moscow, and Taiwan sent a delegation to a Bulgarian

conference on touris*.'^

China aay haue felt further pressure froi the increased

closeness of and cooperation between the United States and

Japan during the late Sixties. In a U.S. -Japan co««unique of

1969, the t»o countries agreed to an expansion of Japan's role

in the security of Asia, especially the security of Tai»an and
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South Korea. ' In addition to this increased protection of

the island, Garuer suggests that the PRC was concerned with

the failure of its "belligerent" tactics in the skirjiishes

with Taiwan ouer the offshore islands. For all of these

reasons, one of China's goals in pursuing rapprochement with

the U.S. nay haue been the settlement of the Taiwan question

through political negotiations.'^

President Nixon and his aduisor recognized these

deMelopnents in Sino-Souiet relations and their impact on the

United States' own China policy. tloreouer, the trend toward

realism in relations with China had led the Nixon

administration to acknowledgement of both the PRC's military

strength (the Chinese had achieved nuclear capacity in 1961)

and to the fact that, as one writer put it, "containment [had]

. . . outlived its usefulness* since the recent experience in

Uietnam.'^ find, although there remained the possibility of

opposition to Nixon's policy, especially among conseruatiue

Republicans, Hlxon was further encouraged by the fact that

Americans were demonstrating support for the admission of the

PRC into the United Nations, showing that they were beginning

to recognize Communist China as a "fact of international

life."''^

Resigned to the study of Chinese relations early in

President Nixon's term, Kissinger looked closely at the region
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and sa« thai, as the U.S. «as oii thdrauning from Indochina,

negotiating olth the Chinese, "y ielnamiz ing" the oian, the

Chinese faced the threat of a Soviet troop buildup on their

border, Considering that "China's fear of Russia might be

greater than her fear of the United States," Kissinger saw the

possibilities for reconciliation and made them the core of his

policy -- recognizing also the extent to which such a

rapprochement would improue our position of strength u/s-o-u/£>

the Sou let Union. '^

In flarch, 1971, the Chinese secretly inuited Kissinger

to Beijing. fit about this time, President Nixon recommended

the seating of the People's Republic of China in the United

Nations alongside Taioian.'" fls a result of Henry Kissinger's

secret meetings with Premier Zhou Enlai, the two nations

agreed that "Taiwan should be considered a part of China and

that the political future of the island should be decided

peacefully by the Chinese themselues."

Before Nixon left for Beijing in 1972, he began to

reduce the number of Rmerican troops in Taiwan, and announced

that the United States would formally support the admission of

the PRC into the UN, while continuing to oppose the ouster of

Taiwan.'' The President also remoued the Seventh Fleet from

patrol of the Taiwan Strait and ended U.S. spy flights over

China. '° Despite all declarations of continued support for
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the Republic of ChinOj then-UH ambassador George Bush «as not

able to prevent the expulsion of Taiuian from the United

Nations in October 1971.'"

In China in February 1972, Nixon and Kissinger did not

find it easy to reach an agreement with flao Zedong and Zhou

Enlai on the future of Taisan. The joint coinmunique drafted

after the round of meetings indicated agreement betuieen the

tjio countries on several basic issues, but very little

progress on the crucial issue of Taiwan. In the end, the

conclusion was reached that diplomatic relations could go no

further until "some mutually acceptable formula [concerning

Taiwan] could be agreed upon.""^

The U.S. section of the Shanghai Communique conceded

three key points: (1) that there is only one China, of mhich

Toi«an is a part; (2) that the Taiwan question must be settled

peacefully "by the Chinese themselves;" and (3) that there

would be complete withdrawal of all U.S. forces and

installations from Taiwan, but only after the PRC renounced

the use of force In its reconciliation with the island. The

Chinese section (1) emphasized that Taiwan is a Chinese

province; and (2) indicated that its "absorption" into China

would not occur through force. Still, Zhou urged the United

Stales to concede the PRC's sovereignty over the island of

Taiwan and to withdraw from its 195'^ Flutual Defense Treaty
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with the ROC. Kissinger refused to glue up the treaty. '

Full diploiatic relations could not be achieued between the

People's Republic and the United States until an agreement was

reoched on Taiwan. In coapron i s i ng to the extent necessary to

reach this agreenent, Kissinger had relinquished, on paper,

the tuo Chinas theory and acknowledged the possibility of a

peaceful reunification. In return, it may be argued, he

obtained for the United States the use of the "China card."

D. The Ploteou

The problea of Taiwan, coabined *ith domestic unrest in

the United States over the issue of Watergate and in China

oyer the last years of the Cultural Reuolution, forced

Sino-fl«erican rapprochement to a plateau around 1975. Instead

of establishing full diplomatic relations after the Hixon

visit, each nation set up a "liaison office" in the other.

Further, the failure to agree on a solution of the Taiwan

problem inhibited Kissinger's attempts at improving cultural

and intellectual exchange and commercial trade between the two

nations."^ There was some pressure on President Gerald R.

Ford from the Chinese and the possibility that he would move

tomard full recognition of the PRC. However, his advisors.
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considering the potent iai political cost of such a moue to the

Republican Party in the upcoming elections, discouraged that

tact ic.Q3

By 1977, when JiiiBiy Carter succeeded Ford as president,

rapprochenent had reached a stalemate. The PRC continued to

contend that Taiwan was a domestic isssue, not an

international one, and that Beijing should be left "free to

choose the means for its liberation." The U.S., throughout

the Nixon and Ford administrations, had stood firm in its

assertion that it would not grant full diplomatic recognition

to Communist China until it was "reasonably assured" that

Taiwan would not be "liberated" by force. In addition, as

Chang Pao-min of the Hanyang Uniuersity in Singapore points

out, it was becoming evident that the concept of two Chinas

had not died among Rmerican policymakers. Since 1919, Taiwan

had operated as and become in almost all respects an

independent entity with growing power -- both economic and

military. The feeling was that a complete withdrawal of all

U.S. forces from the island would endanger its future as such

an entity, while some sort of agreement with the PRC on U.S.

terms would oct to "freeze the sitnfus quo," that is, result in

the permanent diuision of China into two separate nations."^

For seueral reasons, China was not likely to agree to

the U.S. conditions. For China, Taiwan inyolyes "a basic
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question of territorial integrity and political legitimacy."

Throughout its thirty years of existence, the uarious party

factions in China haue renained consistent in at least this

one vie». Ooreover, by the decade of the Seventies, Taisian

had coBe to represent a real threat to the Communist Chinese,

because of both its growing nilitory strength and because of

the alternative Chinese lifestyle the ROC government offered.

Last, in 1977, the Communists occupied a stronger position

u/'it-i7-u/'f the United States than they ever had before, fls the

legitimate government of China, they were widely recognized;

they were no longer dependent on the USSR for ideological

direction or economic and military aid, and they were

continuing to build trade and friendly relations uiith several

non-communist countries. Host importantly, the PRC had

achieved a degree of the rapprochement it had sought with the

United States, obtaining to an extent the use of an "Rmerica

card" against the Soviet Union.

fit the same time, some Si no-Soviet differences lere

being resolved. fl trade agreement was reached on July 22,

1977; talks on border issues resumed August 12; and a new

Chinese ambassador bos sent to the Soviet Union on Rugust

18.^^ Occupying this stronger post ion, why should the PRC

agree to the U.S. demands concerning Taiwan?

Opinions differ as to the path of policy the United
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Stales should haue followed at this point. Chang argues that,

becouse U.S. foreign policy had shifted since Uorld Uqp II

fpoi "containsient to detente to balance of poajen," China now

played a none crucial role in the balancing game between the

United States and the USSR. Considering domestic politics

too, the United States oias definitely not in a position in

197? to become involyed In another Uietnam-like conflict

becouse of o military commitment to Taiwan. There was no

euldence that China possessed the strength necessary for a

military takeover and occupation of Taiwan, and if it did, it

was entirely possible that Taiwan could successfully hold off

the Communists without American aid. Perhaps in the interest

of improued relations with China, the key player in this new

game, a compromise should be reached.^"

Heuertheless, were the reasons for a compromise so

compelling? Several politicians and writers felt just as

strongly that the plateau of Sino-flmer icon relations was a

positive development. They favored promoting the itfi7fi/s quo,

the reality of two Chinese governments, and did not place as

much emphasis on the U.S. need for a "China card" in relations

with the Soviets. According to this view, the plateau was not

a stalemate that would, as Chang felt, force the U.S. ond the

PRC further apart."' This was the debate that Carter and his

advisors faced when entering office in January 19??.
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lU. ToiiuQn and the United Slates Today

The yean that Jimmy Carter was elected President of the

United States was an important year for the People's Republic

of China. In that year (1976), both Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai

passed away, and a struggle ensued for control of the Chinese

Communist Party. Eventual ly, flao's successor, Hua Guafeng,

succumbed to factional pressures and uias replaced by the

moderate Deng Xiaoping. On the domestic front, Deng pursued

the "four modernizations" plan of Zhou Enlai, aimed at

industry, agriculture, defense, and science and technology.

In the realm of foreign policy, as met I as in domestic

policies, Deng is of the pragmatist school.

R. The Carter Pol ic L|

Only eight onths after taking office, Jimmy Carter

demonstrated his interest in relations with China by sending

his Secretary of State, Cyrus Uance, to Beijing on Rugust 22,

1977. Pursuing the possibility of a compromise on the Taiwan

issue between the two nei sets of personnel, Uance soon became

aware that "the Chinese were not prepared to budge on the

issue. "^° After this trip, the Carter staff approached the
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question of Taiwan iiith greater urgency. Suddenly, it becoBie

ueny important for the United States to acl^ieue full

normalization of relations mith the People's Republic.

Zbigniem Brzezinski made the second Carter

administration trip to Beijing on flay 20, 1978. On December

15 of that year, it »as announced that an agreement on full

nortalization had been reached. In order to achieue this

coup, the President had agreed to formally recognize the

People's Republic of China as the official Chinese gouernment

and to officially derecognize the government on Taiwan.

Furthermore, Rmerica's commitment to the Mutual Defense Treaty

of 1951 had been terminated. The "concessions" goined from

the Chinese were that (1) the United States mould continue in

a normal, but unofficial relationship with Taiwan in the areas

of culture and trade; (2) the United States had "insisted"

that the PRC maintain peaceful relations with Taiwan; and (3)

the U.S. would continue to sell arms to the ROC,°^

Despite these apparent concessions, a strong element of

the U.S. Congress, including Senators Robert Dole, Jake 6arn,

Barry Goldwater, Richard Stone, and others, was displeased

with the terms of Carter's normalization communique. First,

these congressmen were disturbed that Carter had apporently

Ignored the legal requirement that he consult with Congress

before altering any U.S. commitment to a treaty. The
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President's "prior consultation" had consisted of a formal

phone call to Congress on the day before his announcement,

informing them of the agreement that had been made in

Beij ing.^"^

(lost importantly, congressmen aiere disturbed by key

•ording in the communique that left the security of the

Southeast Asian region somewhat in doubt. First, although

Carter's team of negotiators would not agree to an immediate

halt in all arms soles to Taiwan, they did agree to a one-year

moratorium on arms sales."' Howeuer, the primary point of

concern for almost anyone who opposed Carter's moue was the

fact that the negotiators had failed to exact from the Chinese

a promise not to use force to "liberate" Taiwan.

In fact, there was some discrepancy as to what exactly

the agreement was. In the Chinese language version of the

Joint Communique, it was established that the method used to

bring Taiwan "back to the embrace of the motherland" is an

issue of Chinese internal affairs alone, In addition, the

United States occepts the Chinese position of control over the

island. In the English language version, one writer on the

subject points out, the word "acknowledges" is used in

translation of the Chinese "accepts." If used in the same way

that "acknowledges" was used in the Shanghai Communique of

1972, this term means co gnizance , hut not necessarily
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acceptance, of the Chinese uieo.

Second, there seemed to be some disagreeinent between

the flmericans and the Chinese on the question of arins sales to

Taiwan. The accepted opinion at the time uias that, in the

coBiBiunique, both sides had "agreed to disagree," The Chinese

clearly preferred that the U.S. euentualiy sell no arms to

Taiwan, since it was no longer formally recognized as on

international entity. After the communique uias signed, in

fact, the Chinese continued to speak strongly on this point .'^

It is clear, though, that the Chinese refused to renounce the

use of force where Taiwan was concerned, asserting that "it

was entirely China's internal affair. "^^

During 1979, President Carter encountered opposition in

Congress from both Democrats and Republicans when he attempted

the passage of the Security Assistance Authorization Bill,

meant to accomplish the switch from diplomatic recognition to

unofficial contact with Taiwan. The final legislation was

accompanied by a congressional amendment. By amending the

President's bill, Congress was successful in redefining to

some extent America's new China policy but could not reverse

the aduances Carter hod »ade in inprouing relations with the

PRC and limiting relations with the Republic of China, Key

sections of the amendment read; "... it is the policy of

the United States ... to consider any effort to resolue the
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Tai»an issue by other than peaceful eons a threat to the

peace and security of the Uestenn Pacific area and of graue

concern to the U.S "^^ Uith the Taiwan Relations Act

of 1979, the Congress attempted to aintain a senblance of

normal relations between the United Sates and Taiwan. T»o

non-diplo«at ic bodies mere established, the Coordination

Council for North flaerican Affairs (CCNflR), to be run by the

Taiwanese, and the flierican Institute, run by Americans in

Tai«an.'^ This increased inuolueient of the House and Senate

in flierican relations with China reflected both a growing

general concern with the president's foreign policy po»er

since the Uietnoa Uar, as veil as the decline of strength of

indiuidual personalities in U.S. policy toward the PRC and

Tai»an. Congress's ne« interest in defining America's Taiwan

policy should be a consideration for each ne« aduinistrat ion

as it atteitpts to tackle the dileaaa.

Uhat las the true effect of full normalization of

Sino-A«er icon relations? Uas it siiiply an ineui table result

of the cycle that Nixon and f^issinger had begun, or did it

represent the passing of a crucial line, a loss of face for

the United States? Senator Jake Garn (R-Utah) felt that,

considering the political upheaual in China at the tiie and

the positiue elements of the plateau that relations had

reached, there las no need for Carter to act •ith such haste.
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lo agree to the Chinese conditions so easily. '° John Tienney,

editor of a book criticizing the Carter initiative, ment so

far as to write, "The oyerol I effect mil I be to dilute any

remaining ant i-ConiiDunist spirit in U.S. foreign relations. If

»e can accoaodate to comiiunisBi in China, therefore, «ie can

Qccoiodote to it elsewhere."'' Edward Neilan, editor and

publisher of the flsio flail . suggested that Carter's

nomalizot ion idea was less the result of a clear, well

developed foreign policy plan and more an attempt to improve

the President's declining popularity.""

It can also be argued, as Carter and his advisors did,

that the United States did not in any sense obandon Taiwan, or

"sacrifice" it to the Communists, since Taiwan possesses a

well-developed military force of its own and, economically, is

one of the strongest of the Third Uorld nations. Taking into

consideration the world balance that has emerged since Uorld

Uar II, if the United States is to present a strong front to

the Soviet Union, it can no longer stand alone, as it did in

the decade of the Fifties. Indeed, it can only be in America's

best interests to recognize the existence of the Communist

regime in China and to compromise with it where possible, in

order to continue playing the Rmericon "China card" against

the Soviets. Thus, as Carter stated on December 15, "In

recognizing that the government of the People's Republic of
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China is the single government of China, me are recognizing

simple real ity. "''

The Carter administration began to consider security

agreements mith China almost immediately after normalization.

Secretary of Defense Harold Brown's scheduled trip to Beijing

took on still greater importance when, shortly before he left,

the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, For Stoessinger,

concerned with Chinese and Rmerican concepts of each other,

the invasion was a "watershed" event, bringing the Chinese and

Americans closer together in a perception of a common

danger. ''^^ Soon the United States had announced that it would

consider Chinese requests to purchase Rmerican "dual-use

technology," as well as "nonlethal" military equipment. In

1980, two stations in northwest China were opened with the

purpose of monitoring Soviet missile tests; U.S. technology

•as used there, with Chinese manpower.'"^ And, as the world

entered the new decade, Ronald Reagan assumed the office of

the United States presidency and continued Carter's arms

negotiations with the People's Republic of China.
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B. President Reo ggn and To loon

fls a president iai candidate^ Ronald Reagan stated in a

speech on August 25, 1980:

By accepting China's three conditions for
"nor»al izat ion/ Jiminy Carter made
concessions that Presidents Nixon and Ford
had steadfastly refused to nake. I was and
Q» critical of his decision because I

belieue he node concessions that mere not

necessary and not in our national interest.
I am satisfied that [the Taiwan

Relations Ret] provides an official and
adequate basis for safeguarding our
relationship with Taiwan and I pledge to
enforce It. [102]

In the Bonths before his inauguration, Reagan reiterated his

support of Tainan and expressed a reluctance to continue

Carter's arms sales negotiations »ith the PRC as long as it

remained a "government that believes in destroying governments

I ike ours. '^^^

Rfter the inauguration, houiever, Reagan's advisors were

divided as to what path to folloai. Secretary of State

Alexander Halg favored the continued development of a

strategic relationship between the U.S. and China; he was

opposed by National Security Advisor Richard Rllen and party

conservatives.''^^ Uhile Reagan had stressed as a candidate

the importance of strong ties with Taiwan, he had also made it
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ueny clean that he would support the enemies of the Souiet

Union, while building up flmenicon military strength. '^^

Apparently to this end, early in his administration, the

President announced that iiunitions sales to the People's

Republic of China would continue to be pursued, ''^°

Howeyer, there was some delay in the actual sales,

since the reaction of Beijing to the Reagan administration's

offers included some signs of distrust. After Haig's trip,

Chinese officials announced that the issue of U.S.-PRC arms

sales was not as crucial to them as the issue of continued

American arms sales to Taiwan.

fl. Doak Barnett suggests several reasons for the cool

reception of the Chinese to Reagan's attempts to continue

Carter's efforts at reconciliation. First, there was the

suspicion among Chinese leaders — as well as among many

American experts -- that Reagan's offer to the Chinese was

essentially "trip-dr iuen, " meaning that, in order to lend an

air of importance to Haig's diplomatic trip to Beijing in

June, the President called worldwide attention to it by

accompanying It with an impressive offer of arms sales. Some

suspected that the offer was made mostly for the benefit of

the Soviets, that Reagan was using China as a "pawn" in

relations with the Soviet Union, without really intending to

follow through on his offer to the Chinese.'^' Second,
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Uashington lent still more credence to this suspicion by

noying yery sloely in "translating" the offers into "workable

policies." By 1982, nearly none of the items intended for

strictly military use that had been promised in 1980 had

actually been sold to the Chinese,'^"

But Barnett feels that the Reagan adininistrat ion most

severely oiisjudged the Communist Chinese by pursuing arms

sales in the first place. In thinking that security concerns

were foremost in the Chinese mind, Reagan judged that an offer

of arms sales would contribute to the improvement of

Sino-flmerican political relations in general. Uhat the

President and his advisors failed to consider mas the

Importance to the PRC of the issue of American arms sales to

Tai»an. In 1979, although the Chinese had chosen not to

pursue the subject in the interests of immediate

normalization, they made no secret of the fact that the

American disregard of their Bishes continued to plague them.

The question, Barnett says, was a matter of houj far the United

States could go before the Chinese would no longer tolerate

continued military support of its province -- which the United

States had officially derecognized. '^^

Criticism in the Chinese press of American foreign

policy during this period corresponded generally tuith an

increasing Chinese independence in world affairs. Uhile the
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arms sales disagreenient gne» Bore serious, economic relations

and scientific-educational exchangee between the United States

and the PRC continued at a strong pace. In 1981, U.S. -China

trade reached a new high of ouer $5.5 billion, Vet, at the

same time, an element of the leadership in China began to

fauor the opening of talks with the Souiet Union. It seemed

that, rather than play the "America card" against the Soviet

Union as it had chosen to do during the decades of

rapprochement and normalization with the United States, China

was now choosing, in the Eighties, to pursue a stance directly

fauorable to neither of the two superpowers.''"

During the early years of the new decade, the Communist

Chinese were iost disturbed by the possibility of the sale of

RBcrican FX fighter planes to Taiwan. In 1960, Carter had

authorized United States aircraft manufacturers to discuss

sales of the aduanced aircraft to seueral foreign countries,

including Taiwan. During 1981, the Chinese used the FX issue

as a focal point of their general complaints against the "two

China" policy of the U.S. -- its attempt "to sell arms to

China in exchange for China's consent to U.S. arms sales to

Taiwan."''^ It soon becane obvious from statements made in

the Chinese press that, If the FX were sold to Taiwan, China

would begin 'downgrading" its relations with the United

States. The issue extended into 1982; finally the decision
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mas made not to sell the FX to Taiwan. Howeyen, as Barnett

suggests, this belated awareness of the limits of the Chinese

tolerance could not prevent a decline in Sino-flmer icon

relet ions. ' '^

Occupying a negotiator's position of strengh u/s-a-u/i

the United States at this point, the People's Republic of

China denounced all U.S. anas sales to Taiwan and threatened

to further downgrade relations unless the U.S. took a firmer

stand on Beijing's souereignty ouer Taiwan, acknowledged the

unjust

i

fiabi I ity of selling arns to a province of China, and

established a future date at which to end all arms sales to

Taiwan. This position was reiterated during two diplomatic

eetings, first, in Cancun when Preaier Zhao Ziyang met

President Reagan and again, in Washington, where Foreign

Minister Huang Hua met Reagan and Secretary of State Haig. fit

the beginning of 1982, the United States entered into secret

discussions with the Chinese on the topic of Taiwan,''-^

By flay 1982, President Reagan seemed to be recovering

some of the ground he had lost in relations with the People's

Republic. That lonth, Uice President Bush visited China and

delivered two important letters from the President. The

first, written to Uice Premier Deng Xiaoping, stated that the

United States "fully recognized the significance" of proposals

of peaceful reunification of Taiwan with the mainland. The
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second; lo Presiier Zhao Ziyang, "welcomed" the Chinese peace

proposal, anticipating a decrease in arms sales to Taiiuan in

the "context of progress to«ard a peaceful solution."''' On

August 17, 1982, it was announced that the U.S. and the PRC

had reched an understanding, in the context of which the

People's Republic iiould continue to work toward a peaceful

reunification of Taiwan with China, and that the United States

had placed a "quant

i

tat iue and qualitative" ceiling on arms

sales to Taiwan and agreed to eventual ly end such sales

altogether if the PRC held to its promise.''^

Despite the agreement, U.S. -China political relations

haue failed to recover the posit iueness that characterized

them after Hixon's trip. Deng Xiaoping continues to be

encouraged to emphasize the issue of Taiwan in its dealings

with the United States.''^ fit the same time. President Reagan

has attempted to repair some of the damage by encouraging more

cultural and intellectual exchange between the two countries

and by visiting the PRC himself in 1984.

Heanwhlle, the issue of human rights on Taiwan has

regained importance in discussions of U.S. policy, after being

"held at bay" by Hixon and more or less ignored by Carter in

the higher interest of the benefits of the "China card"

against the Soviets and the novelty of "ping pong diplomacy."

Uhile the U.S. continues to maintain a high level of trade
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«ilh Tainanj Bithout officially recognizing il, the

Nationalist government has come under increased scrutiny.

fls of 1983, Taiwan had a population of 18 million

people, 15 million of whom were native Taiwanese, inhabiting

the island before 1919, and 2 million of whom were flainlanders

who arrived in 1919. Chiang Kai-shek brought with him in that

year the Hotionalist government structure in exactly the same

form in which it had existed on the mainland, That government

structure exists to this day — complete with a National

Assembly consisting mostly of seats representing mainland

provinces, appointments to which are for indefinite terms,

since proper elections to these seats cannot be held. There

is still only one political party, the Kuomintang (KtIT), with

two other organized but Inactive parties, the Democratic

Socialists and the Voung Chinese. Rnyone wishing to run for

office in opposition to a tCtIT candidate may do so only as an

independent. Those independents elected have, in recent

years, been successful in forming caucuses that have presented

some alternative to a purely Hatlonalist government.'''

Still governing the island under martial law, the

president (currently Chiang Ching-kuo, son of Chiang Kai-shek)

also acts as the Chairman of the Kuomintang, possessing

"virtually unlimited emergency powers" which provide the basis

for strict security measures. ''° There is debate over the
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extent to nhich these Pleasures inhibit freedom on Taiean,

although one source writes that "widespread paid informant

networlcs . . . ensure a sense of political repression."'''

The brief description here, though, is enough to conuey that

the problem in Taiwan, as the House Foreign Affairs Committee

established in hearings in 1983, remains one of Taiiuanese

sel f-deteminat ion opposed to flainlander dominat ion, '^'^ To

some extent, the Reagan administration has succeeded in

bringing this topic to the attention of the Rmerican public

and emphasizing its importance to U.S. relations with the

government on the island.

U. Rnoiysis ond Conclusions

American policy toward Taiwan since 1949, as my

discussion to this point has shown, is inexorably linked to

the United States' relations with Beijing. This policy has

reflected ouer the years an initial tolerance of communism, a

virulent ont i -communism, slow recognition of the value of

improved Sino-Rmerican relations u/'s-a-w/'s the Soviet Union,

ending with the present precarious balancing act of relations

with both China and Taiwan, In this sense, then, Taiwan has
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played the role of a pawn in flmerica's crucial game of

relations with the coduiunist states. In another sense,

hoaieueP; the United States has shown remarkable loyalty to the

goyennient on Taiwan. fls issues like arms sales demonstrate,

U.S.-PRC relations would haue been less fragile and sensitiue

to upheayal had the United States not stood so firmly by

Taiwan — which, of course, represents a friendly gouernment

in a region of the world important to America's interests,

both economically and strategically.

There is some question, however, as to whether the

United States can continue to show such loyalty to the ROC

without further damaging the friendly relationship it has

established with the mainland government. Rmerica's choices

seem to be either (1) to continue with the policy that has

been practiced since 1978, approaching each question inyoluing

Sino-flmerican relations on a case-by-case basis, weighing the

U.S. commitment to Taiwan against the advantages to be gained

by friendly relations with the PRC; in other words, to

continue with a kind of unofficial two Chinas policy, or (2)

to effect a complete withdrawal of all support of the island

government, encouraging peaceful negotiation of the

reunification question, thus honoring the acknowledgements

mode in both the Shanghai and normalization agreements, that

there is only one China and that the province of Taiwan is a
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pant of il.

To pursue continued friendly relations luith the

People's Republic of China is^ of course, advantageous in that

such a policy Improues the strength of the U.S. position

presented to the Souiet Union. In the euent that the Souiet

Union resumed the relationship it enjoyed luith the PRC during

the Fifties, the strength of the combined communist threat to

democratic nations mould be considerably improved, u)eal<;ening

the United States' position. Therefore, it is obyiously

desirable to court the PRC ourselues, in order to prevent this

spread of co«iiiun I sm . Uith the United States and the People's

Republic presenting a linited alliance to the Souiet Union,

the Soviets should be discouraged from provoking the anger of

either country eihere its interests might be threatened.

Homever, in the past such an arrangement has seemed

inadequate to Rmerican policymakers and, perhaps, to the

American public, since it fails to provide a role for the

exiled government of China on the island of Taiwan.

Considering its historical commitment to the Nationalists in

the face of communism, a common enemy, the United States has

been unwilling to desert the government on Taiwan militarily

and has continued to supply it with weapons and military

technology, while also enjoying the benefits of trade with the

island nation. fl strong element of the Rmerican population
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has al»Qys been very reluctant to subinit fully to the

Coomunist Chinese view that Taiwan Is a proylnce of mainland

China and should be ruled by the aainland gouernitient

.

Heuertheless, this unofficial "two China" policy of

recognizing the PRC officially but continuing unoffical

relations ^ith the ROC government recently led President

Reagan to a stalemate in relations with the Chinese. He

discovered that, in order to remain on friendly terms with the

PRC and make use of the "China card" against the Soviets, he

would be required by the communists to make concessions on the

issue of arms sales to Taiwan. In the early Eighties, the

Chinese became aware that the permanent separation of Taiwan

from the mainland was becoming increasingly credible, a

development they could not idly tolerate. The de facte

situation was furthered by what the Chinese saw as U.S.

violation of a bilateral agreement that obligated it to

recognize Taiwan's status as a Chinese province and treat it

as such, not sell it arms and military technology, as it would

a sovereign nation. China then forced the United Slates to o

choice between selling arms to Taiwan and retaining healthy

diplomatic relations with the PRC.

Future administrations could attempt this case-by-case

approach but there is obviously the ever-present possibility

of pushing the Chinese too far. In his compromise with the
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Chinese, Reagan agreed to an eventual end to all military aid

to Taiwan, llhen this cessation occurs, mil I the United States

be able to continue to maintain an equilibrium position

betmeen the "two Chinas," or nil! the Communist Chinese then

require Bore — for example, an end to the unofficial

diplomatic relations that the United States and Taiwan enjoy?

The question, it seems, is the extent to which the United

States can retain unofficial relations with Taiwan under the

guise of the TRfl before the PRC reacts again. The

case-by-case, unofficial two Chinas approach, then, is

inherent ly unstable.

Is there any possibility that an official two-China

system would be accepted internationally? After all,

realistically, there are clearly two uiable Chinese

governments, and they seem to be growing increasingly apart

instead of closer.''^' The Nationalists, it seems, would be

amenable to such an arrangement and could continue to promote

the doctrine that they are entitled to govern the mainland,

Vet, this suggestion is rarely considered seriously, perhaps

because the Chinese on the mainland would have nothing to gain

and everything to lose if they agreed to it.

If the continuation of the Reagan approach is unstable

and the establishment of two Chinese states is unrealistic,

then it would seem that, as several scholars recommend, the
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best olternatiye for the United States is to pursue a "one

China" policy consistent mith the statements it made in the

normalization agreeinent of 1978. Interest ingly^ in that

communique, the Chinese Communists agreed to continue pursuit

of a peoceful reunification with Taiiuan; the evidence

indicates that they haue kept that promise,

{•ediotely often the signing of the normalization

coBiBiunique In January 1979, the PRC strengthened its efforts

to negotiate on reunification isith Taiman. Recording to one

source, the Co«i«unists nent so far as to offer a system of

joint leadership on the island, retention of Taiwanese armed

forces and on independent legislature. Vet, while scholars

and the public In Taiwan haue begun to yiew the Issue of

reunification aore realistically and to propose compromise

solutions, the gouernment, led by Chiang Ching-kuo, continues

to assert that no compromise oil I be accepted. '^^ Clearly, if

the tmo gouernments are to negotiate successfully, the

Republic of China must be conuinced to relinquish its goal of

conquering the tainland, just as the PRC has agreed not to

take ouer Tainan forcibly. To this date, hotueuer, Taiwan's

response to any overtures by the PRC has been a refusal to

negotiate. The ROC points out that Communist China is not to

be trusted — o pronise of an independent legislature does

not, for example, preclude the presence of a Communist
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prouincial chief linister. For Taipei, an agreement to

prouincial status would be tantamount to conceding defeat to

the Communists, after thirty-six years of building an economy

that ranks as one of the strongest in the uiorld, as well as a

self-sufficient and, if not purely democratic, still

faithfully ant i -communist community accustomed to a degree of

sovereign rights. Such an arrangement would also be

unreolistic in light of the strength and stability of the

Taimanese gouernment .'^^ fin ant i -communist rebellion on the

island •ould be difficult to avoid. '^"^

The fact of the Taiwan government and economy's

strength and stability cannot be avoided in negotiations with

the mainland. It is not realistic to expect Taiwan to be

willingly relegated to the status of a Chinese province like

any other Chinese province. For this reason alone, a pure

"one China" goal is probably not feasible, fl unique solution,

restoring Taiwan, at least in some sense, to the sovereignty

of the PRC, yet leaving some aspects of the current Taiwanese

community untouched, is required.

The seriousness iith which the mainland views the issue

of Taiman should not be underemphasized. Indeed, there is the

possibility that the Communist Chinese will not accept the

s(i7fu<( QUO peacefully forever. The consistency of Chinese

policy on the issue of Taiwan has indicated the gravity with
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•hich the Chinese vieo the continued independence of their

prouince. Euen the nope nodenate policies of the Deng

Xiaoping government have not included extensive coiproaise on

the issue of the recovery of an island the Coaaunists believe

rightfully belongs to the». President Carter and Alexander

Haig discovered this in their negotiations with the Chinese.

There is of course the possibility, as one scholar suggests,

that adherence to the norital izat ion co*»unique eventually m\\\

no longer hold as auch iiportance for Beijing as

reunification. In that case, a strong ROC ilitary force aay

not succeed as a deterrent against the Chinese, •ho ill

forcibly retake the island. '^^ It is debatable ihat the

flierican reaction tould be in that case — a lore serious

aggression, in the U.S. vie*, than the invasion of

Afghanistan, but nevertheless one taken by a state friendly to

the U.S. and crucial to its relations ith the Soviet Union.

This analysis then leads to the conclusion that, to

avoid such a choice, the U.S. should encourage PRC-ROC

negotiations. Because the status i/^i^ si tuat ion clearly cannot

continue indefinitely, the Nationalist governaent should be

encouraged to adopt a lore flexible posture regarding its

co«««unist sister. As President Carter, and Richard Nixon

before hit, recognized, the realignient of world po»er since

1949 has lade the prospect of a strong alliance •ith the
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People's Republic of China quite aUracliue to the United

States. Taiion, on the other hand, has demonstrated less of a

need for fl«erican assistance and has occupied an increasingly

less important strategic relationship to the United States as

the Sino-flaerican friendship has developed. fis President

Reagan's recent experience with the PRC over the issue of

continued arns sales to the island suggests, a strained

relationship with the People's Republic is too serious a

threat to te«pt. flmerica's precarious unofficial t«o-China

policy of recent years has tempted this threat in just such a

iiionner.

It is ti^ conclusion that the cost to the United States

of ending virtually all relations oith Taiman would not be

excessive. The retention of unofficial contacts with the

island govern»ent siiply ensures continued trade relations,

which need not necessarily be terninated in the event of a

PRC-Taiwan reconciliation. Given the current global scenario,

the benefits of a strengthened relationship with the PRC have

achieved an iaportance that outweighs the flmerican interest in

Taiwan. The atiiosphere of the 1950s was certainly not

conducive to such an arrangenent , despite Harry Truwan's and

others' initial acknowledgenent of the potential rewards of

recognizing the People's Republic.

Is the atiiosphere in the United States of the 1980s
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conduciue to the American "abandonment" of Tai*an? It is

undeniable that the element of the population that has

historically fauored loyally to our "deiocnatic allies" on the

island exists euen today. It mas this element that reacted so

unfavorably to President Carter's initiative in 1978. In

addition, the days of the doainant individual in the formation

of U.S. foreign policy appear to be •aning. Judging by

Congress's rebellion against Carter's Security Assistance

Authorization Bill, any future attempts to •ithdra* U.S.

support fro» Taiwan ail I be aet •ith strong congressional

resistance. Hosever, the facts indicate that, in negotiating

and drafting the nomal i zat ion conBunique, Carter Bade a

seuere tactical error in not acquainting Congress •ith the

situation and attempting to convince the* of its necessity.

Any future attempt to further reduce the extent of U.S.

relations lith Taiwan would be hindered, unless a lesson was

learned fro* Carter's »istake.

The United States public and its representatives Bust

be •ade aware of the Sino-Awer icon scenario of the Eighties

and the historical development of the policies that led to it

that have been the topic of this entire thesis. The romantic

vision of Chiang Jilai-shek's "dewocratic" Taiwan and Hao's

dreaded cowwunist wonolith, the People's Republic, should be

altered, If not dispelled. However, the nature of the
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conaunist ideology in China is, in this sense, in no ay

downplayed or, in its o«n turn, nonant icized. Natural ly, the

traditional tlarxist ideology is antithetical to the Ruerican

democratic, capitalist one. Nevertheless, the Chinese

Co»«unists haue demonstrated an awareness of superpower

politics that has led then to pursue a limited alliance mith

the United States, in areas mhich the t»o states find in

common. The importance of this alliance cannot be emphasized

enough.

Obuiously, compromise is playing more and more of a

role in today's international relations, as evidenced by the

abundance of summit conferences, arms limitations

negotiations, and cultural and intellectual exchanges. In

America's relations mith China, then, compromise has and must

continue to influence both countries inuolued. It is my

conclusion, therefore, that the United States is reaching the

end of a long history of loyalty to Taiman.
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